
Support Map™ Worksheet
This will be a list of the important people in your life right now. Some are 

supportive.  Some are not, but if you have a relationship with them, they go on your Map. 
Even if you don’t consider them part of your “support system,” if you interact with them 
regularly, put them on the list. 

First, write the person's name and one or two words that describe how the relationship 
feels to you.  Then — using the legend key — determine what kind of arrow to assign them. 

RELATIONSHIP WORDS: 

Supportive Balanced Ideal 

Unpredictable  Distant Draining 

High-Maintenance One-sided Suffocating  

Controlling  Hostile Disconnected 
Loving  Obligatory Irritating 
Disappointing  Easy Means well, but misses 

NAME   RELATIONSHIP TYPE ARROW TYPE 

Ideal (thin, pointing both ways)

Suffocating or Controlling 
(thick, pointing toward you)

Distant or Disappointing 

Hostile

One-Sided, Draining 
(thick, pointing away from you)
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John 

Mom 

Jay 

Michael 

Donna 

Henry 

Griffin 

Rebecca 

Kim 

Frank 

Sharyn 

Ideal 

Loving 

Distant 

High-Maintenance 

Disappointing 

Suffocating 

Not Enough 

Hostile 

Irritating 

Obligatory 

Controlling 

 
Support Map™ Worksheet

This will be a list of the important people in your life right now. Some are supportive.  Some are 
not, but if you have a relationship with them, they go on your Map. Even if you don’t consider them 
part of your “support system,” if you interact with them regularly, put them on the list. 

First, write the person's name and one or two words that describe how the relationship feels to 
you.  Then — using the legend key — determine what kind of arrow to assign them. 

RELATIONSHIP WORDS: 

Supportive Balanced Ideal 

Unpredictable  Distant Draining 

High-Maintenance One-sided Suffocating  

Controlling  Hostile Disconnected 
Loving  Obligatory Irritating 
Disappointing  Easy Means well, but misses 

NAME   RELATIONSHIP WORD ARROW TYPE 

 TOOL EXAMPLEEE                 

Ideal (thin, pointing both ways)

Suffocating or Controlling 
(thick, pointing toward you)

Distant or Disappointing 

Hostile

One-Sided, Draining 
(thick, pointing away from you)
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Support Map™

Using the worksheet, create a Support Map™ using 
the arrows you assigned to the people in your life. The rings in 
the circle indicate their closeness to or distance from your life.

Personal Compass™ on: 

Thought: I feel   about this relationship/person, because . 

Body:   

Behavior:    

Inner Wisdom: What do I need to feel better about this relationship/person? 

What is one action step I could take towards feeling better about this relationship? 

    
(emotion) 

Ideal (thin, pointing both ways)

Suffocating or Controlling 
(thick, pointing toward you)

Distant or Disappointing 

Hostile

One-Sided, Draining 
(thick, pointing away from you)
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Support Map™

Personal Compass™ on: 

Thought: I feel   about this relationship/person, because . 

Body:   

 

 TOOL EXAMPLEEE                 

(emotion) 

   

about this       disappointed 
(emotion)

I have a hollow feeling in my stomach and my lower back aches.

Donna 

. 

            

I don’t think she’s supportive 

Behavior:   I rritable when I think of her — even when I am talking with someone else. 

Inner Wisdom: What do I need to feel better about this relationship/person?  

I need to either tell her how I feel or find out what she thinks about our relationship. 

Ideal (thin, pointing both ways)

Suffocating or Controlling 
(thick, pointing toward you)

Distant or Disappointing 

Hostile

One-Sided, Draining 
(thick, pointing away from you)

What is one action step I could take towards feeling better about this relationship? 
 I can send her an email and start a new line of communication. 
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